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Dedicated to the poets who have inspired me through the years.

Ruth L. Spears, cover artist:
“This painting grew out of a desire to honor my Grandma Bessie

Mattox, who is pictured here as the old-fashioned doll. Actually my
step-grandmother, she became my ally and close friend when I was a

child. I am the girl on the Morton’s salt box. The kitchen was the
nurturing place in our home back then.”
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FORGOTTEN ROADS

Aged six, I sat by the window in our new house
watching rain across a square of light,
remembering the smell of damp pine
the soft, pink earth between my toes

naptime with the drone of a single engine plane
an eyelash on my drowsing mother’s cheek
the spotted dog who knew my name – 
Daddy said we couldn’t take her.

In the new place, I travelled up and down
the alleys, still grassy in those days,
pulling my little brother behind me
in a wagon piled with blankets and food

but we must have left that small east Texas town
while I was sleeping.
I never found the road again
except in dreams.
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IN THE EARLY LIGHT

I open the window
on thirty years ago this morning –
giant trees wriggling their roots
in the sandy loam,
bridal wreath flowers festooning the gate
and Grandmother at home on the wide porch
smiling at me as I play.

The cat’s had kittens again,
wild as a thunderstorm.
I chase them from under the house
to the chicken coop, but never
to the field beyond, where the dark tank waits.
Cousin Sid was skinny dipping there once
and a water snake slipped along his shin.
He raced back to tell the folks,
clutching a towel around his middle.

Time to go back now,
Grandad holding my hand
as we walk the edge of the road
raising puffs of reddish dust
and the mockingbird in the sweet gum tree
sings us over the deep green land.



WARM HEARTH WAITING
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TRANSIENT

These kitchen shelves will soon be bare again –
all that feeds us packed away in boxes
sealed with masking tape.
The mice in their soft gray hoods
will bow as we leave
and one or two may come along
tucked in a dark corner of Grandma’s cedar chest.

I will not look this time
behind me at barren floors,
at the tiny spot on the carpet
where my son’s knee bled,
at the tiles my daughter crossed unshod,
the fireplace shoveled clean
now an echoing bats’ roost,
the corner where my father sat
the summer before he died
dark hands clasped over one knee.

No, it’s just one more move
and people move every day.
Surely this time I needn’t look back
and see the ghost of me,
a presence visible as dust motes
in a particular slant of light
through windows that belong to someone else.
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TREES

I dreamed last night that I lived
in a nearly treeless land –

short, sparse and thin were the few
that grew on a wide, sandy plain.

The sun shone all day long
with no chance of shade.

Then I awoke in early dawn
to the crooning of a tree frog

the shudder of long-fingered leaves,
the great pitying arms of trees.



SHARING THE WEATHER
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ONCE-IN-A-HUNDRED-YEARS-SNOW

The only way to live with snow
is slowly lifting each boot,
setting it down in thick stillness
aware of the hidden core beneath.

But blundering over the drifted yard
I collide with a stunted prickly pear,
trip on buried tomato stakes,
frighten grackles away
from their meal of chinaberries
on crystal plates.

Learning to move in snow takes years –
the kind of time I don’t have
living here where sun is an everyday excuse
for careless motion.

Still, I strike out boldly
focusing all my energies on staying upright
as I climb an icy hill
and find that even if I do nothing right

the snow stretches out for me
in an unbroken expanse of white
from porch to bent-backed laurel tree
and reflects such light
that even nighttime is illumined.
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DREAM OF A DAUGHTER, GROWN

I search all the long night
through woods threaded with a winding path
for the daughter who has gone,
the light so dim I grope
with hands outstretched
caressing knotted limbs of trees,
stumbling over roots and rocks.
“This was not supposed to end,” I moan.

In a lighted place deep in woods
I see the windows of a house,
my husband’s mother and my own, inside.
Mother asks to come along,
just to see what it’s like
where her granddaughter is, she says.

We move on
deeper into blackness,
a crow’s call like a woman startles us,
we hold each other’s hands.
A smell of deep earth, moist with rain,
with night-crawling worms tunneling
their way through leaf-mold,
slimy with their own pain,
the sound of water rumbling over stones
then gradually gems of light
tumble atop the stream.
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We follow and in a clearing find
not my daughter, but two women
with faces much the same as mine,
clearly a mother and daughter from another age,
long skirts pinned up around their knees
fishing poles upraised
a string of sparkling trout hung from a nearby tree.

And then it strikes me who they are.
My great-grandmother, her thin-lipped smile
the same as the picture on my wall.
She died in her thirties,
leaving my grandmother, a babe of three.
Reunited now, after all this time.
My grandmother, a young girl again,
her amber eyes the same as when I knew her.
We wave, but they cannot see,
blinded by the sun’s glare on the stream.
Mother and I move on,
still searching for our offspring
but trusting now the dark forest of our dreams.



A WIDER SPACE
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THIRTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY: LONDON

We sit side by side at a tiny corner table
looking out at other diners,
not saying much – I’m hoarse from a cold
and you are coming down with one

sharing the warmth where two buff-colored walls adjoin,
posters showing olive oil and wine,
a white tea pot on our table,
the smells of chamomile tea and pumpkin soup,
eavesdropping on men at a nearby table
negotiating a simple deal.

Later we walk together onto Thayer Street
past small restaurants, each table spread with a white cloth,
a bookstore with brimming shelves,
a pastry shop window showing sugar-glazed rolls,
a flower stand where I sniff a yellow mum
the size of my hand,
the littered steps of the church on Spanish Corner.

And I wish the future were a simple deal:
I give this amount, you give that and in return
we’ll always have this London Street
to stroll along midafternoon
and that same corner table at the Café Flo.
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WHERE FENCES ARE DOWN

One evening we walk,
my mother and I,
far from town walls
among scrub oak and sage

old clothes draping us,
my head bare,
hers straw-hatted
to shelter a lighter skin,
picking our way down the chipped stone hill,
stopping to hold a juniper branch
pungent and stickery in our hands.

We listen
as five birds call
each in a different trill
then walk expectantly
while clouds like hollowed boulders
eddy above mesquites.

Unarmed as children
we enter a thistle-field
where fences are down
and find it softened with purple blooms,
jackrabbits watching
through windows of sumac.

We turn and stumble our way
up the brittle, white hill,
voices intruding like
porch lights
snapped on in the early night.


